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Rules echo the vertical stripes in the subject’s jacket

White space exists as contrast to...
Ah, white space. Asymmetry. Lower case Helvetica.
The pages of shift have a certain familiarity.
But wait a minute, who moved the grid? And isn’t that Sabon?
And where did all that typographic bric-a-brac come from?
Guess it’s not your professor’s International Style after all.
In fact, style has very little to do with creative director Carmen Dunjko’s method, although like all smart design shift, which she
works on with art director Malcolm Brown, is extremely stylish.
The impetus is functional, and that’s the heart of both modernism
and neo-modernism.

THE DYNAMIC LAYOUT
“How can the layout become informed so that the reader relates
to it in as many ways as possible?” asks Dunjko. Speaking of the
above article, an 8-page photo essay, she answers, “The photo edit
comes first. I’m looking for the rhythm of the images, the narra-
tive sequence. On the main spread the shelf in the photo be-
comes relevant, it’s the baseline for the headline. The dark area
behind the subject is mirrored in the white space above the head-
line. The striping in his jacket implies a vertical echo in the rules
opposite.”

This sharing of graphic and pictorial qualities between picture
and layout becomes profoundly intriguing at the bottom of the
right hand page, where the white surface the gameboard rests
upon is completely blown out of the photo and viewers can’t be
sure whether they’re looking at an image of a white tabletop, an
unprinted area of the page, or both.
After the main spread the story continues through 6 pages with
an implied sideways scroll across a series of low-key portraits
stacked along a horizontal axis, accompanied by extended cap-
tions in 10 pt Helvetica, much larger than the main body text
Sabon. The captions are squared off with oversized periods to
form rectangular shapes in their own right. Discreet typographic
“The photo edit comes first. I’m looking for the rhythm of the images, the narrative sequence.” —Carmen Dunjko

iconography provides a third force, after type and pictures, that adds a slight depth to the surface of the design. The pictures stop one pica short of trim. It seems that for every alignment to a putative grid, there is a corresponding off-grid alignment keeping things real, a nudge away. “Breaking the rule of the grid is where the fun, surprises, and excitement come in. For the reader, there’s freshness.”

It’s the white space that makes these layouts work, making them different, and allowing decoration without clutter.

So much depends on the simplicity and bigness of the pictures. Dunjko favours a spare, graphic style of photography, with strong shapes she can play off in the layouts. The end result is the invention of a unique form of picture-caption relationship that does not adhere to a rigid magazine-wide formal structure or grid, but which yet conforms to a consistent use of graphic language. This is the design system, the graphic brand.

THE ICONIC NARRATIVE

“Shift is a magazine about digital culture. I wanted to express what was going on in our lives, what helped us to get information quickly – to make my design informed by the culture, the daily experience of being a browser. I’m designing for an audience, not a market. I’m trying to genuinely understand them, and share as much experience as possible.’

The empathetic strategy is revealing: it explains much about the appearance of the magazine.

The typefaces, for instance. In new media there’s not much choice, usually Helvetica/Arial and Times. And lots of lowercase. So that’s what Dunjko used. (Times would have printed too heavy on the absorbent 10% post-consumer stock, hence Sabon, Tschi-chold’s understated, reliable 1966 version of Garamond)

The use of rules, boxes, and dashes as plastic graphic elements of the page, which was anathema to old-school modernists – dismissed perjoratively as decoration – is embraced by Dunjko. “It’s not strictly decorative. I ask the editors and writers to provide visual references, which I can use as typographic components, looking for the opportunity for typography to become interwoven with the message of the piece. Here, it’s the spirit of Pac-man!” Hence the little Space Invader and Pac-man icons that have marched onto the page, along with a variety of dashes and periods (set in text boxes) that suggest primitive computer game graphics.

In this way, Dunjko’s use of typographic hardware is at once both symbolic of modernism (here the subject may be obsolete technology, but it’s digital nonetheless), and functional in that it adds a layer of resonance to the design. This has always been the purpose of decoration, but it’s interesting to see the functionality of that recognized in a modernist piece, and not positioned at odds with the reductionist tendency of traditional modernism to equate logic with minimalism.

A prime example of the way new media informs (as Dunjko would say) the old is her use of the “greater than” mathematical symbol, in place of dashes, bullets, colons, spaces even. This character has two specific meaning in new media, as a signifier in
Modernism was a progressive cultural movement which began in industrial Europe after the First World War. Always ideological, it promoted simplicity, directness, honesty, standardization, economy, and the machine aesthetic. It was equated with functionalism, and opposed to ambiguity, ornamentation, individuality and complexity — all that later became Postmodern.

Since the days of the Bauhaus school, 1919–33, modernism has been associated with the ideal of graphic designers not as artists, craft workers, or technicians, but as educated communications professionals dedicated to improving society.

The modernist style of graphic design is characterized by:
- Asymmetric organization of design elements on a grid
- Flush left text setting
- Sans serif type, to represent the spirit of the age
- Cool, understated copy and images
These formal characteristics have become part of the graphic vocabulary, worldwide, since the 1930s.

In the West, most countries developed Bauhaus-inspired design schools after 1945, and the mainstream design establishment of the ’60s, ’70s and ’80s was thus thoroughly modernist. The look was known as Swiss design, or the International Style.

Around 1985 — parallel with the rise of DTP — postmodernism, typified by David Carson’s Raygun work, and supported by a post-structuralist intelligensia, emerged as a coherent graphic movement and was bitterly attacked by the old school.

Attempting closure of the conflict in 1995, Steven Heller wrote, in Emigre #33, “Modernism ran out of steam over a decade ago. But at its core was an ethic — the responsibility that a designer has to actively contribute to, indeed enhance, the social, political, and cultural framework — that continues to inform even the most diehard Post-modernist. It would be prudent to reassess the breadth of modernism and the complexity of its leaders. In fact, it’s foolish to deny that anyone who seriously explores the outer limits and the inner soul of visual communication is not in some way a modernist.”

FOR THE MASSIVE

While Dušniko casts herself in the role of the intuitive artist, The Globe and Mail’s art director, David Pratt, readily compares himself to an engineer. And what a piece of machinery a large circulation daily newspaper is. Six designers, dozens of editors (including five picture editors) and hundreds of writers produce over 600 pages of the Globe each week. Only six designers?

The Globe and Mail was redesigned this Fall by Pratt and deputy editorial art director Carl Neustaedter. Their new style guide for the paper runs over 100 pages, nailing down typographic specifications for every facet of the publication, with WP codes used by writers and editors to assign “style-sheets” to the copy. It’s not so much a style guide, more a technical manual, or a firmly enforced legal document.

How then to account for the rich aesthetic quality of a single page, — where everything is in exactly the right place, and interestingly so — given the limited amount of design time spent on individual pages, and the strict rules which circumscribe the input of designers and editors? It’s the design system.

The distinction between the page design and the design system is important. It’s not always obvious, because we use the same word for both. The one design is immediate, and is the particular arrangement of a specific instance of content; this picture, sized, cropped and positioned in this way, this length of headline, this depth of deck or breakout. The other design (the redesign), is meta-design, the design of the system, of the toolbox, the formal framework within which the immediate is iterated.

Speaking of the redesign, Pratt says “Designers [of specific pages] should respect the design but find ways to exploit it.” He gives them as little room as possible: “We basically chased the visual interest into the headlines and the photos.”

This is the way functionalist modernism works. The strict, grid-based system simplifies page-layout, pushing it towards an abstract arrangement of shapes on the canvas of the page, rather like the Compositions of Mondrian. Once you get it, and providing you stick to the rules, the layout part is easy. You’re free to focus on the content — the way the words and pictures interact.

In the page shown over, designed by Gudrun Gallo, content is king, and that’s to the reader’s benefit. Headline and photo work like a Big Idea conceptual ad from the ’60s. It requires a little humility on the designer’s part, to forgo leaving your mark on the page, but once you do, you move into a higher discourse, where really crazy stuff can happen. The tight, precise cropping of the main photo is marvelous, but it could be on a billboard or in a magazine. What make this page uniquely, edgily newsy is the
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bizarre juxtaposition of skybox portraits, front cover icons pointing to some real cultural attitude.

GLOBAL POSITIONING

The redesign, launched this Fall, was positioned against two others: the previous design, and that of the National Post. Robert Lockwood’s 1997 Globe redesign (coinciding with its belated introduction of colour and the launch of the Post) was traditional, featuring centred headlines in one weight of one typeface. Lockwood staked out familiar turf for a conservative institution, but it was blown away by the sheer pizzaz of Lucie Lacava’s National Post, in particular the extreme typographic contrast inherent in Miller (by Matthew Carter & Tobias Frere-Jones), a Victorian revival in the Scotch Roman style, which she used in upper and lower case for text and feature heads, and further contrasted with a bold condensed sans serif all-cap setting for news heads, in a neo-retro face (commissioned by the Post from Jim Parkinson).

“The Post presented a certain kind of image of itself, self-conscious, post-modern. I wanted the Globe not to be like that,” to go

“Symmetry suggests repose, but we wanted activity.”—David Pratt

Neo-modernism eschews fancy design treatments for section heads, favouring straight type

One type style, set with three different size-specific fonts

The headline font, above, and the deck font, below

Copy and visual fuse in the manner of a “big idea” ad from the ‘sixties

Neo-modernism loves bigness, radical crops

Brown, a specially-commissioned extra bold condensed sans in the Swiss mode, pumps up the contrast

The ragged setting used for columnists’ articles weakens the text mass; rules maintain contrast with white space

Headlines are “shy” of the full measure—whitespace is crucial

Psychologically complex, graphically simple. Not content with one wickedly cropped scary portrait, this page features four.
for functionality, and see what look came out of that,” says Pratt.

What emerged with the launch of the redesign, was, not surprisingly, neo-modernist.

“Symmetry suggests repose. But we wanted activity. The symmetrical approach bases itself on something abstract, relating not to the objects on the page, but an invisible line down the middle. With asymmetry, the alignment is visible, rather than implied. The content has its own shapes in relation to one another. Things are more decisive now. The grid is being applied rigorously.”

Pratt has had to enforce the law because in newspaper culture headlines that are “shy” of a full measure are considered wimpy, as if it’s a mistake to not make your point as aggressively as possible by filling up all available space. That crowds white space off the page, and you can’t have modernism without white space.

“The white space is all in one place. As soon as you start concentrating it, it has a strong organizational effect, and it projects the headline. With the flush left style of heads and decks – used with almost no exception – the finished effect is neat and tidy, giving an impression of decisiveness and credibility,” says Pratt.

**SIZE-SPECIFIC FONTS**

For all his rigor and functionalist minimalism, Pratt departs from classic modernism with the complexity of his display typography. Where the International Style emphasized visual unity by sticking with one type face throughout – usually Helvetica, because it looked efficient – Pratt deploys four different versions of what is ostensibly the same typeface, for use at different sizes, to impart a controlled texture to the headlines and decks.

The typeface – Walburn, designed by the author – is essentially a condensed regular weight modern (in the Bodoni sense) with fine details that discreetly mimic the letterpress process: a faux finish. To keep the effect suitably subtle, it is scaled to the intended usage-size of the font. As that size increases, the weight of the font decreases, the hairlines and serifs become thinner, the serifs and sidebearings become narrower (for a tighter fit), and the characters are further condensed.

“We are able to super-refine the design in layout terms because we have these typefaces. We deliberately removed all the icons and maple leafs,” says Pratt. “We are able to make the design as rigorous as it is because we have visual relief in the fonts.”

Like Carmen Dunjko’s use of ornament, David Pratt’s use of size-specific fonts adds a subtle visual richness to neo-modernism which offsets the reductive quality of the old school.

The precepts of functionalism, it would appear, have endured more than its original, harsh style.

---
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